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Abstract 

A search for squarks and gluinos is conducted, using the Compact Muon 

Solenoid detector at the Large Madron Collider, in events containing energetic 

jets and j.,, ' inissing euergy. Analyzed are 1.1/11) of data collected (hiring 

the 2011 run at 7 TeV. Backgrounds from the mis-measurement of known pro

cesses are strongly suppressed using a novel kinematic variable, and the rates 

of the remaining backgrounds are estimated using control samples. 

The data are found to agree with expectations from the Standard Model. 

The results are interpreted within the Constrained Minimal Supersyniniet ric 

Standard Model, where equal squark and gluino masses below 1.1 TeV are 

excluded at 95% confidence level. The results are also interpreted within sim

plified supersyinniet.ric 1 Is. for which upper limits on the production cross 

sections are determined as functions of the super-partner particle masses. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The field of particle physics is considered by its practitioners to have reached a cross

roads. The Standard Model provides a framework for understanding the wealth of 

results from accelerator- and cosmic rav-based experiments, in many cases wit h great 

precision. Nonetheless, significant pieces remain obscure: the mechanism of elec-

troweak symmetry breaking and process of UU scattering, the (non-)existence of 

particles with masses of order I TeV, and, further from the frontiers of knowledge, 

the (non-)unification of the fundamental forces at very small distances and the pos

sibility of their connection to gravity. In addition, the cosinologieal measurements 

of energy densities consistent with dark matter and dark energy hypotheses, while 

fitting info a phenomenological framework, have exposed a lack of understanding of 

the fundamental constituents of matter. 

The physics goals of the experimental collaborat ions at the Large Hadron Collider 

the largest project to dale for the field are precisely to elucidate the mechanism of 

electroweak symmetry breaking, to explore the TeV mass scale, and to seek a connec

tion between the particles produced in proton collisions and dark matter. Described 

in this dissertation is one particular course of exploration: a search for hypothetical 

particles whose existence would offer a clue about what physics may lie beyond the 
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Standard Model. Used throughout is the system of units in which h — c — 1. 

1.1 The Standard Model 

The set of known elementary particles, their properties, and their interactions are 

expressed in a quantum field theory (railed the Standard Model (SM) [G, 7, 8, 9, 10], 

It is described in detail elsewhere (e.g. [11]), but a brief summary is given here. The 

SM contains three symmetries: SU(3) for color charge, SU(2) tor weak isospin, and 

IJ (1) for weak hypereharge; requiring its La.gra.ngia.ti to be invariant tinder local gauge 

transformations determines its st ructure. 

It. describes the electron (e), union (//.)• and tan ( r )  leptous, all with spin 1/2 

and electric charge -1, and their associated neutral, massless, spin-1/2 neutrinos //,,, 

uT. They arc arranged into SIJ(2) doublets of weak isos])in (///.1), of left-handed 

slates, and singlets //,• of right-handed stales. Extending the SM to include massive 

neutrinos, as required by the observation of neutrino flavor oscillations, is discussed 

in c.<). [12], 

The spin-1/2 quarks are similarly arranged into three "generations": (-</., d ) ,  (c, .s), 

(l.b). with electric charges (+2/3,—1/3). Tliey carry color charge, and their weak 

interactions take place among a set of states mixed by a rotation matrix. Quarks 

are not observed free, but rather understood as the elementary constituents of color-

neutral composite hadrons. 

The interactions among particles are mediated by spin-1 bosons: eight electrically 

neutral, massless gltions (carrying color charges): the neutral, massless photon 7: 

the massive It'1 and Z{). Spontaneous breaking of the clectroweak SU(2) x U(l) 

symmetry gives masses to the 11' and Z, and further gives rise to the neutral, spin-

0 Higgs particle 11°. with a positive vacuum expectation value. The SM contains 

19 parameters [13], usually taken to be the three lepton masses, six quark masses. 
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lour parameters characterizing generat ional mixing among t he quarks, three coupling 

strengths, t he masses of the Z and //, arid a coefficient, allowing for t he violation of 

combined charge-conjugation and parity-inversion symmetry in strong interactions. 

(The description of neut rino mass requires additional parameters.) 

The success of the SM at predicting and interpreting experimental results is 

tremendous: all of the leptons. quarks, and gauge bosons have been observed, and 

interact, according to the SM at length scales down to approximately 10 18 111 [14]. De

spite its broad success, however, the SM remains incomplete: the nature of neutrino 

masses and their mixing is not yet determined; it is not known how to incorporate 

the observed dark matter (should it consist of particles), nor the effects of gravity, 

which are expected to become relevant, at high energies. 

Perhaps most importantly, the proposed mechanism of electroweak symmetry 

breaking, and in particular the existence of the scalar //. are not yet confirmed by 

experiment. In addition, its mass ?//// is not. predicted, and mjf receives contribut ions 

via virtual particle loops that depend quadra tic ally on the momentum cut-off used, 

i.e. the scale at which new physics shall enter the calculation. Assuming that mu is 

0(100 GeV), as is required for H I I ' scattering to remain perturbative, then either 

(a) new physics enters at the scale of 0(1 TeV), or (b) some mechanism is required 

to remove this quadratic divergence, e.g. supersymmetry [15]. 

1.2 Supersymmetry 

Supersymmetry (SUSY) is a symmetry relating fermioiis and bosons. A supersym

metry transformation converts bosonie states into fermionic ones, and vice versa; 

quantum held theories which have invariant, actions under such a transformation are 

(•ailed supersyminetric [1G, 17, 18, 19. 20, 21]. 

Such theories have several motivations. First, they can provide a mechanism for 
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removing the quadratic dependence of the1 Higgs mass on momentum cut-off [22, 23]: 

the contribution to divergent (loop) diagrams from each SM fennion (resp. boson) is 

canceled by an opposite-sign cont ribution from a new boson (resp. ferniion). Second, 

they can enable at high energy scales a unification of the values of the coupling 

strengths for the electromagnetic, weak, and strong forces, thereby opening up the 

possibility of a further unified view of fundamental forces [14]. In addition to the 

above two theoretical motivations, supersyininetric models can predict massive stable 

particles which interact only weakly, thus providing candidates for dark matter [14, 

24]. 

The simplest implementation of SUSY consistent with the SM is called the Min

imal Supersymmetrie Standard Model (MSSM) [25]. For each particle in the SM. it 

introduces a "super-partner1 part icle (sparticle) with the same electric charge, weak 

isospin, and color as its particle partner, but differing by half a unit of spin. In 

particular: 

• each SM SU(2)-doublet for a lepton /, (///, l)tj, has two super-partner particles, 

both spiu-O: a sneutrino ul
L and a slepton /1/, each singlet //f has a spin-0 super-

partner ln\ 

• analogously, each quark-pair doublet ( q ,  ( f ) L  has squark partners <•//,, <f/v, and 

each singlet r//? has a partner q^: 

• two spin-1/2 higgsino doublets (//+, //"), (//$, //,7), have as partners two spin-0 

H i g g s  d o u b l e t s  ( / / . +  ,  / / » ) ,  ( J i l l  I ' a h  

• the spiii-1 gauge bosons (before electroweak symmetry breaking) (j, H7±, 14/0, 

li° have spin-1/2 partners the gluino. winos, and bino r), H''*, H/0, li°. 

After electroweak symmetry breaking, three of the eight degrees of freedom of the 

t wo complex SU(2)/,-doublets of Iliggs fields become the longitudinal modes of the Z° 
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and \\r± bosons, and five Higgs sealars remain: />", //°, //±. Further, the neutral 

liiggsinos and gauginos mix to form four neutralinos (;v"=l_the charged higgsinos 

and winos mix to form two charginos (x^i 2); in both cases the indices are chosen 

such that increasing index means increasing mass. A prediction of the MSSM is that, 

if the sparticles that contribute quantum corrections to the lightest Higgs (h°) have 

masses less than approximately 1 TeV. then m/(o < 135 GeV [15], 

Interactions which violate1 baryon- or lepton-number can be included in the MSSM. 

Such interactions art? eliminated by imposing the conservation of R-parity [20], defined 

for a (s)particle as 

Pn = (_!)= 

where H represents the baryon number. L the lepton number, and s the spin, i'u = +1 

for all SM particles and for Higgs scalars; = —1 for all sparticles. Its conservation 

has three important consequences: the lightest sparticle (LSP) is stable, each sparticle 

decays to an odd number of LSPs, and beams of colliding particles produce sparticles 

in even numbers. An LSP which interacts only weakly is of particular interest: if 

produced in a particle collision, it will escape direct detection and cause an apparent, 

momentum imbalance among collision products. 

The fact that no sparticles have been observed so far, and in particular not 

with masses equal to the corresponding SM particles, indicates that supersymme-

try (should it hold) is not apparent in the ground state chosen, i.e. it is broken 

spontaneously. There is substantial freedom in how to break SUSY in the MSSM; 

after the requirements of gauge invarianee, R-parity conservation, and maintenance 

of the cancelation of quadratic divergences, there remain ~ 100 free parameters rep

resenting masses, phases, and mixing angles [27], 

A convenient, approach to choosing values for these parameters is to adopt, in 

addition to those1 of the SM, only five parameters [28, 29]: a common mass for scalars 



mo; a common mass for gauginos m-i/a; a universal SUSY-breaking tri-linear coupling 

,4(); the ratio of vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets tan ft, and the 

sign of a Higgsino mixing parameter sgn //. The first three parameters are fixed at the 

gauge coupling unification scale and aiv run down to the electroweak scale (Alz) via 

renornializatiou group emulations [30]. The resulting model is called the Constrained 

MSSM (CMSSM), and its five parameters determine the masses and couplings of all 

the sparticles. In particular [31, 32], 

• vi-ro ~ 0.45 m i /•>: m,-o ~ 27/7.-0 VL \O AI 

• nifj ~ 2.7 m 1/2 

• mL ~ "'0 + 5.0m.'^2 + 0.35A/| cos 2ft 

• in2-dh - ml + 5.0 m f y2 - 0.42/W| cos 2ft 

• mL ~ ml + 4.5m'f/2 + 0.15A/f cos 2ft 

• m'z-dR 
~ ml + 4Amy., — 0.07A/| cos 2ft 

and similarly for c, s (though if, and lR mix. with the lower-mass eigenstate l\ often 

lighter than all other squarks; l>i and bK mix to some extent as well). The non-SM 

particles of an example CMSSM point are displayed in Figure 1.1. 

At fixed values of the other parameters, there are three regions in the m1/2 vs. iu-q 

plane which have different decay chains: 

• The gluinos are heavier than any of the squarks. Then the decays proceed 

as g -» qq. q —>• q\°, and the contribution of gluino production to the total 

squark/gluino production is smaller than that of squarks; 

• The gluinos are heavier than some squarks but lighter than others. Then decays 

such as qi —> gq, g —)• lib. b —> b\° are possible: 
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Figure 1.1: Tlie sparticle spectrum for the benchmark point LM6 (see Table 2.2). 
From [33]. 

• The gluinos are lighter than any of the squarks. in which case gg production 

dominates, and typical decays are q —>• gq, g -* qq\° (through a virtual squark). 

Should strongly-interacting sparticles be produced at LHC, it is expected that (a) 

gluino pairs and squark ant i-squark pairs be produced via both gluoii fusion and quark 

anti-quark scattering; (b) a gluino and squark be produced together via quark-gluon 

scattering; (c) squark pairs be produced via quark-quark scattering. 

1.3 Experimental signature 

A search is conducted for events containing energetic hadronic showers and a substan

tial imbalance in the transverse momenta of the observed showers. Such an imbalance 

is a feature rare enough in the Standard Model to allow an acceptable trigger rate and 

the separation offline of "signal" events from an otherwise overwhelming background. 

A more detailed overview of the search is given in Chapter 3. 
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q (1 

<1 <1 

Figure 1.2: Two example diagrams of sparticle production and decay, in which P 
represents a proton, q a quark, g a gluino, q a sciuark. and \° a ueutralino. From [4]. 

The observation of an excess of such events over SM expectations would not neces

sarily provide evidence for the principle of supersymmetry in particular. Many other 

interpretations could be possible. Nonetheless, supersymmetric theories provide a 

rich framework for interpretation. Two example schematic diagrams are shown in 

Figure 1.2: pair-produced gluinos. each decaying to two quarks and an escaping neu

tral particle; pair-produced squarks. each decaying to a quark and an escaping neutral 

particle. The color carried by the gluinos and squarks. and hence strong coupling to 

gluons and quarks comprising the incident protons, allows an appreciable production 

cross section. The differences in mass between the squarks/gluinos and the LSP allow 

the decay quarks to carry substantial energy. The escaping, undetected LSPs provide 

the apparent imbalance in transverse momentum. 
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Chapter 2 

The Experiment 

2.1 The Large Hadron Collider 

2.1.1 The machine 

CERN's Large1 Hadron Collider (LHC) is a storage ring, accelerator, and collider of 

circulating beams of protons or ions. It is housed in the tunnel dug for the Large1 

Electron-Positron collider (LEP), approximately 27 km in circumference. 100 m un

derground, with bore-diameter 3.7 m, straddling the border between France and 

Switzerland outside of Geneva. It is described in detail elsewhere [34]. 

The LHC consists of two beam pipes which house counter-circulating beams and 

are merged in four sections around the ring to enable collisions of the beams. Each 

interaction point houses a large detector: the layout is shown in Figure 2.1. The 

remaining four straight sections contain acceleration, collimation, and beam dump 

systems. In the eight are sections, the beam pipes are surrounded by superconducting 

dipole magnets, which are maintained at 2 K using superfliiid helium and provide 

fields of lip to 8 T to steer the beams. Magnets for focusing and corrections are 

also present in ''short" straight sections within the arcs and near the interaction 

regions. The vacuum within the beam pipes is designed to maximize beam lifetime 
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Figure 2.1: The layout of the LHC. From [34. 35]. 

and minimize interactions between the beams and residual gas molecules; it is under 

10"10 mbar in the room-temperature sections near the experiments. 

The protons (/;) which form LHC's beams are liberated from hydrogen molecules, 

accelerated in stages via a linear accelerator (Linac2) and three proton synchrotrons 

(PSB, PS, SPS) to 450 GeV. at which energy they are injected into the LHC ring, 

constituting a "fill". The beams are ramped to full energy, squeezed, adjusted, and 

brought into collision. The transverse beam positions are scanned to maximize the 

pp collision rate, after which the1 beams are kept in collisions for > 12 hours. 

An LHC proton beam consists of many "bunches" i.e. approximately 1.1 x 

10" protons localized into less than 1 ns in the direction of motion. During the 2011 

run, these bunches are spaced by 50 ns; there are up to approximately 1400 bunches 

per beam, with up to 1300 pairs colliding inside the CMS detector. The beams are 

ramped to 3.5 TeV per beam, requiring approximately 6 kA of current in the dipole 

magnets to produce a field strength of 4 T, and corresponding to 0(100) M.I of energy 

stored in the magnets. Each circulating beam-current is approximately 0.25 A. cor

responding to another approximately 150 MJ stored in the beams. The performance 
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Figure 2.2: The daily peak instantaneous luminosity delivered to CMS during the 
2010 (left) and 2011 (right) 7 TeV pp runs vs. day. From [36]. 

of the beam-dump and machine protection systems is thus critical. 

The instantaneous luminosity of the machine, i.e. the rate of scattering events 

prothieed divided by the cross section of the process, is given by 

^inst 
/"i>Ap 

'Uf!' 
;2.i) 

where f  is the orbit frequency ' (~ 11 kHz), iii, is the number of bunch pairs colliding. 

Np is the number of protons per bunch, and .4(,n' is the effective area in which the 

bunches overlap, transverse to the beam directions. 

The peak instantaneous luminosity per day at CMS for the 7 TeV runs is shown 

in Figure 2.2. and the luminosity integrated in Figure 2.3. In both figures, the scale 

of the vertical axis for the 2011 plot is a factor of 1000 larger than for t he 2010 

plot. The increase by orders of magnitude indicates both (a) the phenomenal success 

of LHC commissioning and running, and (b) the challenge presented to CMS to 

accommodate new running conditions nearly continuously, in particular to design 

and deploy suitable trigger tables, readout t hresholds, reconstruction algorithms, and 

analysis methods. 
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Figure 2.3: Tlio total integrated luminosity delivered to and collected by CMS during 
the 2010 (left) and 2011 (right) 7 TeV pp runs vs. day. From [36]. 

2.1.2 Collisions of high-energy protons 

A thorough description of the physics of hadron collisions can be found in [37]: sonic 

key aspects are mentioned briefly here. The interactions sought and the SM processes 

that appear as backgrounds are those in which substantial momentum is transferred 

between the constituent partous of the LHC's colliding protons: the incident protons 

are destroyed and energetic outgoing elementary particles and proton remnants are 

produced. The distributions of what fraction of a proton's momentum a constituent 

gluon or quark carries are given by parton distribution functions (PDFs). For a 

particular production process, e.g. pp —> tF or pp —» gg. there are various parton 

scattering processes, e.g. from initial gg or qq. which contribute: their cross sections 

are integrated over momentum fraction according to the PDFs and summed to obtain 

a total production cross section. 

Results of such cross section computations for a variety of processes are shown 

in Figure 2.4. The potentially tiny rate of sparticle production compared with that 

of known processes presents a challenge for the search. In addition, given the total 

inelastic cross section of order 50 nib. the luminosity per colliding pair of bunches 

achieved at the LHC is sufficiently high that the expected number of interactions that 

occur in the same crossing as an interaction of interest is non-negligible. For the data 
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Figure 2.4: Left: the cross sections (in nb) of various SM processes vs. center-of-mass 
energy in pp collisions (when y/s > 4 TeV) and pp collisions (when y/s < 4 TeV). 
From [38]. Right: The cross sections (in pb) of various SUSY processes vs. sparticle 
mass, for pp collisions at = 7 TeV. From [39]. 

used in this search, the mean number of such "pile-up" interactions is approximately 

live. 

Quarks or gluons which emerge from a hard-scattering process fragment and even

tually group into hadrons before observation in a detector. They are visible as ener

getic sprays of hadrons called "jets", which typically leave tracks in the inner detector 

and deposit energy in the calorimeters. The eenter-of-mass of the scattering system 

has a boost along the beam-line which varies event-by-event. It is therefore convenient 

to discuss jets (as well as other reconstructed particles) in terms of these quantities: 

transverse momentum p-y. which is invariant under such boosts, or similarly trans

verse energy = E sin 0. with 0 < f) < k the polar angle from the beam-line: and 

pseudo-rapidity // = — In tan0/2. of which differences are (approximately) invariant. 
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2.2 The Compact Muon Solenoid 

2.2.1 The dctcctor 

The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector is designed to provide efficient identi

fication and measurement of photons, electrons, unions, tans, and hadronie showers 

over wide ranges of transverse momentum and direction, and its nearly ITT coverage 

in solid angle provides accurate measurement of global transverse momentum imbal

ance. It lias sufficient granularity to perforin these measurements even when LO 20 

interactions occur simultaneously in a collision of two bunches of protons, and last 

enough response to do so when the time between beam crossings is 25 lis. Its compo

nents are resistant to damage from radiation, enabling its use to collect substantial 

luminosity, and its modularity allows for long-term maintenance and upgrades. When 

closed. CMS is a cylinder of length 22 in. diameter 15 in, and mass 12.5 kilotons. It 

is described in det ail elsewhere [40]. 

The last name of the detector refers to a superconducting solenoid of radius 3 in 

and length 12.5 m, which carries 18 kA to provide1 a longitudinal magnetic field of 

3.8 T. It is operated at 1.5 K. This magnet is surrounded bv a central fixed "ring1-

and two movable rings on each side, constituting the "barrel"; it is flanked on each 

side by an "endcap". The tracking system and calorimeters reside in the magnet 

bore. The layout is shown in t lit1 top plot of Figure 2.5. The .r-axis is t aken to point 

radially toward the center of the LUC ring, the //-axis to point against gravity, and 

the :-axis to form a right-handed coordinate system. 

CMS is divided into "subdefector" systems, which perform complementary roles. 

The inner-most subdefector of the barrel consists of three layers of silicon pixel sen

sors that provide three-dimensional positions of the hit channels between 1 cm and 

10 cm transverse to the beams. They are complemented by two endcap disks, enabling 

charged particles to leave typically three hits for pseudo-rapidity |//| < 2.5. Surround-

1-1 
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Figure 2.5: Top: a perspective view of CMS. from [40]. Bottom: a view of one 
quadrant of CMS. The volume enclosing the tracker is shown in light, red, the elec
tromagnetic calorimeter in light green, the hadron calorimeter in lavender, and the 
forward calorimeter in magenta. The muon detectors are labeled. From [41]. 
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ing ( lie pixel detector arc ten layers of st rips of silicon sensors tint to 1.1 in. lour of 

which have additional strips at a small stereo angle, allowing another dimension of 

hit position measurement. The.se are complemented by endcap disks as well. This 

tracking system provides efficient and precise determination of the charges, momenta, 

and impact parameters of charged particles. 

Surrounding the tracker is an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), consisting of 

scint illat ing l'bWO.) cryst als of area 0.017 x 0.017 in A// x A</> and length 23 cm, 

corresponding to about 25 radiation lengths. The crystals arc1 instrumented with 

avalanche photo-diodes in the barrel (|//j < 1.479) and vacuum photo-triodes in the 

endcap (1.17!) < |//| < 3.0). A lead-silicon sampling "pre-shower" detector is placed 

before the endcap 1o aid with the identification of neutral pious. 

The hadron calorimeter (HCAL) consists of alternating layers of brass absorber 

and plastic scintillator, which sample hadronic showers, arranged in identical az-

imuthal units into two halt-barrels and also into two endcaps. The scintillators are 

segmented protectively into towers of area A// x A</> = 0.087 x 0.087 for |//| < l.G, and 

approximately 0.17 x0.17 for |//| > l.G. The light produced in the scintillator layers is 

merged, wavelengt h-shifted and carried to the photo-cathode of a hybrid photo-diode 

(IIPD). The single stage HPD accelerates the liberated electrons using a ~ 7 kV 

pot initial dilFerence, which t hen impinge on a silicon diode. The current produced is 

amplified, digitized, and transmitted via optical links to dedicated boards. Coarse 

data, summed over longitudinal segments (which are present for |//| > 1.2) and time, 

are transmitted after peak-finding to the calorimeter trigger system. The full data, 

after the suppression of low energy hits to reduce data volume, are sent to the data 

acquisition system (1)AQ). 

Out side of t he endcaps are forward calorimeters (1IF) of steel absorber and quartz 

fibers, in which relativist ie particles produce Oherenkov light . They cover the region 

3.0 < |//| < 5.0, thereby improving the hermeticity of CMS. Their hit-occupancy is 
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histogrammed at 10 MIIz to track the delivered luminosity, and the instantaneous 

luminosity computed from the histograms is reported each '•luminosity section". i.e. 

218 beam orbits or approximately 23 seconds. The luminosity measurement is cal

ibrated by scanning the transverse positions of the beams relative to each ot her to 

measure t heir effective overlap [42]. 

The magnet 's fiux-return yoke and the endcaps are instrumented with union de

tection systems, as shown in the bottom plot of Figure 2.5. The drift tube (DT), 

cathode strip chamber (CSC), and resistive plate chamber (RFC) systems provide 

efficient detection of unions with pseudo-r; , r 'I'y |//| < 2.4. Further, they provide a, 

union trigger. 

The CMS trigger system consists of two parts: "Level One" (LI), and "High 

Level" (HLT). The LI is a set of electronics operating at 40 MHz. corresponding to 

the smallest, achievable spacing between bunches in LHC, and has a latency of 3 /<s. In 

particular, in the trigger algorithms used in this work, coarse "trigger primitive" data 

from the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters are streamed from t he respective 

detectors. Neighboring projective towers are summed into regional transverse ener

gies, from which electron/photon and jet candidate deposits are determined. If, in 

a particular time slice, at least one electron/photon candidate above a transverse 

energy threshold is found, or alternatively the sum of the transverse energies of the 

found jets exceeds a threshold, then a "Level One Accept" (L1A) signal is sent to the 

readout elect ronics of all subdetsectors. 

Upon receiving an LlA. approximately GOO boards transmit their event fragments 

via an optical network to a computer farm with approximately lk nodes, which sub

sequently builds the events. The LlA rate is limited (by design) to 100 kHz, which 

at a luminosity of 2 x 10,w/cm2/s provides a rejection factor of approximately 200 for 

collisions within CMS. An additional 100 Hz of rate is used for a calibration sequence, 

in which subdetector channels are illuminated by lam1 and LED to measure drift s in 
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I rauspa,rencv and gain. 

The IILT processes events with software reconstruction sequences that approxi

mate the offline reconst ruct ion as closely as possible, given the constraint 011 mean 

processing time of approximately 50 111s. The HLT provides a, rejection factor of 

approximately 500 in order to achieve an event rate1 to disk of a few hundred per sec

ond. The recorded events are transferred from CMS to the CERN computing center, 

where event reconstruction is performed, and then distributed to CMS computing 

sites around the globe for storage and analysis. 

During the 2010 2011 runs, nearly all components of CMS have performed accord

ing to design specifications. Most subdetectors have a stable fraction of functional 

channels between 97% and 99%, and the data-taking efficiency (by luminosity) is 

approximately 90%>, as visible1 in Figure 2.3. 

2.2.2 Event reconstruction 

The goal of event reconstruction is to take the raw information recorded by the 

detector and to compute from it higher-level quantities which correspond roughly to 

properties of (a) individual particles, e.g. charge, momentum, or energy; (b) groups 

of particles produced in a shower, e.g. multiplicity or geometric profile; (c) the global 

event, e.g. total energy recorded, or degree of momentum balance. Many aspects of 

the reconstruction sequence are described in detail in [43]. Below is a brief description 

of those most relevant to this search. 

The raw data read out from CMS are first converted to software representations 

of the digital samples of the detector signals, which are associated with individual 

detector (dements. In a typical procedure1, knowledge of pulse shapes, time-dependent 

chanuel-by-channel baseline values and gains, and detector geometry is then used to 

convert these samples into reconstructed "hits'*, i.e. energy deposits in particular 

detector locations at particular times. 
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The reconstruction of particle tracks in the inner detectors proceeds in several 

steps: (a.) seeds are determined from hits in the pixels layers; (b) approximate tracks 

are propagated outward, gathering matching hits and becoming more precise; (c) for 

each track a final fit is performed using all of its hits. Primary vertices are found by 

grouping tracks based on the c-eoordinat.es of their points of closest approach to the 

beam-line, and for each cluster of tracks a fit is performed to determine the position 

of the vertex. 

To identify and reconstruct unions, a trajectory is first, determined using only the 

information from union systems; then, if a matching track in the inner detector is 

found, a fit to the hits in both detectors is performed to determine the parameters of 

the muon trajectory. Such a inuon is referred to as a "global" union. This and other 

approaches are described in [41]. 

To reconstruct, photons and electrons, hits in the ECAL are first clustered in 

rectangular strips of 5 crystals in ?/ by 35 in 0 (in the barrel), or one or more group 

of 5 by 5 crystals (in the endcaps) about energetic seed hits. Such a cluster contains 

nearly all of the energy in an electromagnetic shower, and serves already as a basic: 

photon candidate. To reconstruct electrons, a trajectory from the measured cluster 

position is propagated inward to the pixel layers. If matching hits are found, they are 

used as a seed to build the electron track with a model that includes energy loss via 

radiation; the track and cluster are then used in tandem. 

Jets are reconstructed using the anti-A'/ algorithm [44] with size parameter R = 0.5. 

Input to the algorithm is the set of projective calorimeter towers with total deposited 

energy greater than approximately 1 GeV. which are treated as massless and with 

directions chosen to connect the tower center to the nominal interaction point. The 

raw jet energies are corrected to achieve a uniform relative response as a function 

of pseudo-rapidity, in particular to compensate for detector non-uniformities, and a 

calibrated absolute response as a function of transverse momentum [45]. The relative 
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Figure 2.6: The relative pT resolution for central jets, determined using di-jet p\-
asynimetrv with the 2010 dataset. From [45]. 

P'p resolution for central jets, determined using di-jet pr-aaymmetry, is shown in 

Figure 2.6. 

Missing transverse energy is computed from the same towers of energy de

posits in the calorimeters that are used for jet-finding; it is (minus) the vectorial 

sum of their components transverse to the beam-axis. Corrections are applied to 

accommodate the jet energy corrections and the presence of unions [46]. 

2.2.3 Event simulation 

Simulated events (often (-ailed Monte Carlo or MC) are invaluable when designing 

and conducting a search. The relevant SM processes can be studied in detail, and 

even combined to provide a basic estimate of background rates. A simulated signal 

model allows a determination of the search efficiency, and makes interpret ation of 

results within the model convenient. 

In the generation of simulated events, partons from distribution functions (CTEQ [47] 

used by default) undergo hard scattering in MadGraph [48] or PYTI-IIA [49]; the out

going partons shower, liadronize, and decay via PYTI-IIA. The resulting particles' 
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Table 2.1: The simulated Standard Model samples used, with hard processes gener
ated by MadGraph (left) and PYTIIIA (right). Cuts are in GeV. 

Process a (pb) QCD pV bin it (pb) 
Z/i* -> l + r  (m i l  >  50) 3.05 x 103 30 50 5.31 x 107 

Z -» i>D 5.72 x 103 50 80 6.36 x 10° 
W-»l /v  3 .13x10 '  80  120  7 .84  x  10 5  

tt 1.58 x 10- 120 170 1.15 x 105 

t or I 7.82 x 10' 170 300 2.43 x 101 

7 + jots (40 < < 100) 3.00 x 101 300 470 1.17 x 103 

7 + jots (100 < H r  <  200) 4.42 x 103 470 600 7.02 x 101 

7 + jots (200 < H r )  6.16 x 102 600 800 1.56 x 101 

QCD (100 < H r  < 250) 8.89 x 10° 800 1000 1.84 x 10° 
QCD (250 < HT < 500) 2.17 x 105 1000 1400 3.32 x 10"1 

QCD (500 < H r  <  1000) 6.60 x 103 1400 1800 1.09 x 10-
QCD (1000 < H r )  1.05 x 10'-' > 1800 3.58 x 10"' 

interactions in the detector and subsequent decays are simulated with a full descrip

tion in GEANT [50], their energy deposits are digitized to emulate the response of 

the detector electronics, and event reconstruction is performed, as for data. Before 

digitization, hits from a number of simulated minimum-bias interactions are added 

to those of the "signal" event. The distribution of the number of simulated interac

tions overlaid is chosen to approximate LHC running conditions, and the MC events 

are subsequently reweiglited so that the distribution of the number of reconstructed 

vertices has the same shape as the distribution in data. 

The simulated Standard Model processes used are given in Table 2.1. The PYTHIA 

QCD samples were generated with the highest statistics, and for illustration are 

overlaid on the observed histograms shown in Chapter 3. Ratios of yields in the 

MadGraph samples are used in the background estimation, as described in Chapter 4. 

A "k"-factor of 1.27, determined by comparing the cross section for Z+jets production 

at NNLO and LO [51], has been applied to the MadGraph Z, % and QCD samples. 

The W and top cross sections are from [52]. 

Several CMSSM models have been generated with PYTIIIA and fully simulated in 

the same fashion as the background samples; those used for illustration are listed in 

Table 2.2. Grids of signal points, in which parameters are scanned and at each value 
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Table 2.2: The definition of the low mass (LM) CMSSM benchmark points used [32]. 

Point m0 (GeV) m,/2 (GeV) tail ft .4,, (GeV) sgn f t  

LMO 200 160 10 -400 + 
LlMl GO 250 10 0 + 
LM4 210 285 10 0 + 
LM(j 85 400 10 0 + 

many events generated, are used in Chapter 6. To process the large number of total 

events, a more approximate but substantially faster detector simulation is used for 

these grids [53]. 
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Chapter 3 

Event Selection 

3.1 Overview and search strategy 

The experimental signature of interest contains energetic: jots, as mentioned in Sec

tion 1.3. The total visible transverse energy, [fr, is defined as the scalar sum of 

the transverse energies of the jets selected in an event, i.e. Ylj ^T- The observed 

distribution of //T is shown in Figure 3.1 for the 2010 datasct, and overlaid are the 

expectations from simulated Standard Model processes. It is apparent that for sig

nal models like the examples shown, the background from SM multi-jet processes is 

overwhelming. 

The search is designed to have a high rejection factor for inherently balanced 

multi-jet. ("QCD") events, including events with substantial mis-measurements of 

jet energy, or with an energetic neutrino within a jet. which can look like a mis-

measurement. The separation of events with genuine and "fake" missing transverse 

energy is done primarily using a novel variable, mT. 

Events are selected which satisfy data quality requirements and have at least two 

energetic jets and no isolated electron or union. Events are required to have <•*-[- > 0.55. 

which indicates the presence of escaping partiele(s). Agreement is required between 
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Figure 3.1: The distribution of reconstructed Ibv for 35/j)b of data, after a basic 
pre-selection. The sample was fed by an //T trigger that was determined to be fully 
efficient by 250 GeV (the start of the plot). Overlaid are the expectations from 

simulated Standard Model processes, as well as two example signal models from the 
CMSSM, described in Table 2.2. From [1]. 

jet-based and calorimeter-tower-based missing transverse energy measurements, and 

events with evidence of severely mis-measured jets due to instrumental inefficiency 

are rejected. 

The remaining SM background is composed predominantly of events from three 

processes that produce escaping neutrinos: Z —»• j/p+jets. W —> 1/^ + jets, and tt with 

at least one leptonic W decay. These backgrounds are constrained using two control 

samples containing events with either an isolated photon or union. Signal models, on 

top of the data-driven background expectations, are tested for compatibility with the 

observed yields. The candidate events are binned in Hy. which in the presence of an 

excess could help to discriminate between possible models, and in any case improves 

the discrimination between signal and background when their distributions of llT 

differ. 
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3.2 Event pre-selection 

3.2.1 Data sample 

The data considered have been collected from CMS run 1(50404 (March 13. 2011). until 

CMS run 167913 (June 28. 2011). corresponding after data quality requirement s to 

an integrated luminosity of 1.1/fb (±4.5%) [42], A few of the included figures use the 

data collected during the 2010 LHC Run. corresponding to a luminosity of 35/pb. 

and are labeled accordingly. 

The collected data are reviewed run-by-run by a certification team, using (a) in

formation from the detector control system, e.g. tlio current in the CMS magnet and 

the states of all sub-detector components; (b) histograms included in a "data quality 

monitoring'' system, filled in real-time for a subset of collected events: (c) input from 

sub-detector and reconstruction experts, in particular the identification of transient 

problems such as a set of channels delivering no or scrambled data, or which is out-

of-synehronization with the rest of the experiment. The granularity of certification is 

one luminosity section, and the fraction of data certified is approximately 90%. 

3.2.2 Trigger and event quality requirements 

The trigger path used requires the sum of the transverse energies of the jots found 

from the LI calorimeter trigger primitives to exceed 100 GeV. At HLT. jets are recon

structed from the full calorimeter tower data; jets which have /;• p > 40 GeV. |//| < 3.0. 

and satisfy loose identification requirements are used for further computation. The 

I IT is required to exceed 250 GeV. Further, the magnitude of the vectorial sum of the 

transverse momenta of the selected jets. i.e. f/T — \ — Ylj PT'y|- is required to exceed 

a threshold of up to 90 GeV. The inefficiency of the trigger used, determined from 

a sample of events collected with an independent union trigger, is approximately 1 (Z 

after the full event selection. 



The certified runs and ranges of luminosity sections arc used. Further, several 

event quality requirements commonly used within CMS ;ire imposed: "Stable Beams" 

assented by LIIC [54]; coincident signals from the clockwise and counter-clockwise 

beam pick-ups [55]: at least one well-reconstructed vertex within the nominal inter

action region: at least 25(X of reconstructed tracks have "good" quality: no evidence 

of spurious noise in the hadron calorimeter [56]. 

3.2.3 Objects and vetoes 

Within the Standard Model, genuine 1flT is caused by escaping neutrinos, which are 

produced in association with an electron, union, or tail (lepton-number conservation). 

To reduce the rate of such events, any event- which has (a) an isolated union, as 

described in Section 4.1.1 with transverse momentum greater than 10 GeV: or (b) an 

isolated electron [57. 58] with transverse momentum greater than 10 GeV. is rejected. 

Events with an isolated photon with transverse momentum greater than 25 GeV are 

rejected to minimize overlap with dedicated photon-based searches at CMS [59. 60]. 

Events which contain energetic muons but- are not vetoed above appear to have 

lflr when only the calorimeter deposits are considered: such events are handled as 

follows. If a global union with transverse momentum greater than 10 GeV satisfies the 

identification requirements but not the isolat ion requirements listed in Section 4.1.1, 

and matches  exact ly  one je t  wi th in  a  ( tone of  AH < 0.5 .  where  AH = \J  A IF 2  + A O~. 

then the four-vector of the muon is added to that of the jet. If the muon matches 

multiple jets, or satisfies only loose identification criteria, then the event is rejected. 

The jets used in the analysis are required to have transverse momentum p-y > 

50 GeV and pseudo-rapidity |//| < 3.0. Further, in order to reject fake jets from 

calorimeter noise, jets are required to satisfy the "loose" quality criteria described 

in [61]. Any event which has a jet with p-\- > 50 GeV that eit her fails these identifi

cation criteria or has |//| > 3.0, is rejected. 
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Table 3.1: Jet thresholds used in the three regions of //[•. Xumbers are in GeV. 
//•i' range mill. />i- (any jet) min. p-y (leading 2 jets) _________ ___ __ 
325 < //,' < 375 43.3 86.7 
375 < 1 1  v  50.0 100.0 

3.2.4 Jet-based requirements 

Events are required to have at least two jets. The leading two jets are required each 

to have transverse momentum p-y > 100 GeV. and the leading jet to have |//| < 2.5. 

At low Hy. these thresholds are sealed down in order not to restrict phase space, and 

are listed in Table 3.1. An event which has Ify < 375 GeV when considering jets 

with pr > 50 GeV. is rejected if it has lly > 375 GeV when considering jets with 

Px > 43.3 GeV. and likewise for the lower thresholds. 

The magnitude of the vectorial sum of the transverse momenta of the selected 

jets. i.e. fly = | — YljPf'l- required to exceed 100 GeV. This requirement is 

stricter than what is used in the trigger, and thus facilitates the comparison of data 

and simulation. It is superseded by the n-r cut. as explained in Section 3.3.1. 

3.3 Final event selection 

3.3.1 qt 

A novel kinematic variable, a. has been introduced by Randall and Tucker-Smith 

in [62] for a system of two jets, and defined as p-y / m jvj2. i.e. the transverse momentum 

of the second jet divided by the mass of the two-jet system, = FJ^/iii-r has 

been presented in [63] as an alternative, i.e. the transverse energy of the second jet 

divided by the transverse mass of the system. 

"' t=^ ~ (x^)= \l2 ('sa) 



(with n = 2). Or. alternatively. 

m? jcl = h'f = —- \Z/:''//jT= . (3.2) 

^/'2Er{i /•;• {r (1 - cos Ac*>j, v 2u - (OS 

whore Aon/, represents the difference in the aziumthal angles of t he t wo (massless) 

jets. It is apparent in Equation 3.2 that for a system of jets which balance each other 

in tlu1 transverse plane, i.e. back-to-hack and with equal transverse energies, then 

<\'p '0< = 0.5. whereas a mis-measurement of one of the transverse energies will cause 

n'p '1>I < 0.5. For jets which are not back-to-back, as is possible in events in which 

a \Y or Z recoils off a system of jets and decays to leptons. then n'j.' -'(>i can achieve 

values in excess of 0.5. 

The distribution of n'j' •'1>l after the pre-selection is shown in the left plot of Fig

ure 3.2. The events were collected with an lly trigger, and hence no cut on (lv is 

applied. The distribution falls over several orders of magnitude between 0.50 and 

0.55. where a cut suppresses nearly all simulated QCD nmlti-jet events. 

A particular extension of the definition of n^1.' to events wit h more than two jets 

has been presented in f()4]. The // selected jets are clustered into two "pseudo-jets", 

where each pseudo-jet's transverse energy. FJy . is defined as the scalar sum of the 

transverse energies of the constituent jets. Out of the 2" 1 possible configurations, 

the one is chosen for which the values of /vp for the two pseudo-jets match as closely 

as possible, i.e. the quantity A//|- = — f'T/2\ is minimized. Then, defining 

_  l / / r  - A / / r  
n-[' = (o.J) 

2 m t 

it is seen that for a system of two jets. n-|- reduces to n'j' and using Equation 3.1. 
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Figure 3.2: The (listributions of np observed in (lie 2010 run for cli-jofr events (left) 
and for > 3 jet events (right), after pre-select ion and requiring II y > 350 GeV. 
Expectat ions from simulation are overlaid, and overflows are shown in the right-most 
bin. The shaded band depicts the uncertainty in the expectations from simulation due 
to linite MC statist ies and to uncertainty in the modeling of the jet energy resc'ution 
and scale. From [l]. 

l / / r - A / / r  I  I - A l h / H T  nT = -—======== = - . . (3.4) 
2  / / / . f .  -  f l , r  2  v / l  -

The distribution of n-|- for events with three or more jets is shown in the right 

plot of Figure 3.2. and is seem, as was the distribution of rvj.1 •i<1. to fall sharply for 

a  I -  0 . 5 .  T h r e e  c u r v e s  o f  c o n s t a n t  < V | -  ( 0 . 4 5 ,  0 . 5 0 ,  0 . 5 5 )  a r e  d r a w n  i n  t h e  A l l y / l l y  

vs. l/lyl II y plot of Figure 3,5. 

The requirement used in t he search is nr > 0.55. Since the minimum possible 

value of A//(• is zero, one sees from Equation 3.1 that t his requirement implies that 

flyj Ily > O.lKi. Thus the missing transverse momentum is required to be an appre

ciable fractiou of the visible transverse energy (both quantities are computed from 

the jets alone). In particular, fly > ill GeV when II y > 275 GeV. and hence the 

ot cut supersedes ( he flv > 100 GeV cut applied in the pre-select ion. 
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3.3.2 Other 

The requirement (tT > 0.55 suppresses effectively (lie background from inherently 

balanced multi-jet events, even in t he presence of moderate mis-measurement of jet 

ICp, or a jet which contains an energetic neutrino. Two effects have been identified 

which can cause multi-jet events to pass this requirement. 

The first is the production of multiple low-/>r jots, with similar values of azimuthal 

angle </>. which are not accounted for because they fall below the />T threshold used for 

selecting jets. Such events are rejected by requiring that, the missing transverse mo

mentum reconstructed from jets alone (jflr) not greatly exceed the missing transverse 

momentum reconstructed from all calorimeter towers ?lr/lfiT < 1.25. 

The second effect is the catastrophic mis-measurement of a. jet's E-y if it enters one 

of a small number of geometric regions in the ECAL with non-functioning readout 

electronics. Such "dead" regions absorb electromagnetic showers but give no record 

of the energy deposited. A map is shown in the </> vs. // plot of Figure 3.5 (orange 

and magenta squares). The quantity 

A0 J  = Ao(/>; . -^2 Pi) . (3.5) 
i / j  

i . e .  the angular separation in the t ransverse plane between a jet and the f/T computed 

without that jet, is evaluated for each identified jot from tho sot with />[• > 30 GeV. 

A small value is compatible with the hypothesis of an inherently balanced event, in 

which a jot has boon mis-measured. For each jet with Aoj < 0.5, the number of dead 

ECAL cells within AA'(/^, cell) < 0.3 is counted. If the number exceeds 9 for any jet, 

then the event is rejected. 
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Figure 3.3: The observed distribution of n-p after all other cuts, for l l y  > 375 GeV. 
For illustration. SM expectations from the simulation are overlaid: the shaded baud 
represent s the uncert ainty from finite MC statistics. From [2]. 

3.3.3 Selected sample 

After the full selection, the remaining SM events are expected to contain energetic 

escaping neutrinos from vector boson decays, in particular from Z —»• vv + jets, 

W —» [u + jets, and tt production (with t he subsequent leptonie decay of a W). The 

event yields in data and. for illustration, in the relevant simulated samples are given 

in Table 3.2. 

The distribut ion ol'nT after all other cuts is shown in Figure 3.3. The requirements 

on f/T in t lie t rigger and pre-seleetion reduce the peak near 0.5 subst ant ially, but do 

not affect the tail above 0.55. In this tail, the simulation indicates a strong rejection 

of QCD multi-jet production. The distributions of f/T/^T, mill,- and Njot.s after 

all cuts are shown in Figure1 3.4. It is apparent that these distributions alone would 

not clearly indicate the presence of a signal model such as LMG in the data. However, 

the distributions of Hy typically differ substantially for signal models and the SM 

background, and the use of t he II y dist ribution of t he selected events is discussed in 
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the following chapters. 
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Table 3.2: Yields obtained in the hadronic sample with Hj > 375 GeV. The MC entries are scaled to 1.1/fb. Standard Model 
is the sum of QCD. tt. Z + jets, and W -> \v + jets; the tt column contains also single top production: the Z + jets column 

includes both Z —»• vv+ jets and Drell-Yan di-lepton production. A trigger requirement is not applied to the MC samples: hence 
the yields are comparable to data only in the last two rows, at which point requirements stricter than the trigger have been 
applied. 

Description Data Standard Model QCD multi-jet tt Z + jets W —> iv + jets LM1 LM6 
input dataset 50970340 1.0304(5)e+9 9.867(5)e+8 2.514(2)e+5 9.348(5)e+6 3.4057(9)e+7 5.21 (l)e+3 331(2) 
trigger 14345008 - - - - - - -

BPTX coinc. 14320443 - - - - - - -

physics declared 14309673 - - - - - - -

good track frac. >0.25 14309666 1.0304(5)e+9 9.867(5)e+8 2.514(2)e+5 9.348(5)e+6 3.4057(9)e+7 5.21(l)e+3 331(2) 
HBHE noise filter 14181931 - - - - - - -

jet 1: pr > 100 GeV 12546-575 5.235(3)e+8 5.229(3)e+8 1.183(l)e+5 1.191(5)e+5 4.011(10)e+5 4.33(l)e+3 246(2) 
jet 2: pr > 100 GeV 6529962 1.902(2)e+8 1.900(2)e+8 5.065(9)e+4 1.64(2)e+4 6.53(4)e+4 3399(9) 202(2) 
jet 1: |/j| < 2.5 6401921 1.812(l)e+8 1.811(l)e+8 4.988(9)e+4 1.60(2)e+4 6.37(4)e+4 3393(9) 202(2) 
>= 1 vertex 6401824 1.812(l)e+8 1.811(l)e+8 4.988(9)e+4 1.60(2)e+4 6.37(4)e+4 3393(9) 202(2) 
inuon veto 6388867 1.812(l)e+8 1.811(l)e+8 4.295(8)e+4 1.37(2)e+4 4.98(3)e+4 2978(8) 162(2) 
electron veto 6371897 1.811(l)e+8 1.810(l)e+8 3.677(7)e+4 1.10(2)e+4 3.69(3)e+4 2623(8) 129(2) 
photon veto 6343484 1.808(l)e+8 1.807(l)e+8 3.646(7)e+4 1.08(2)e+4 3.60(3)e+4 2590(8) 127(2) 
"other" jet veto 5790603 1.781(l)e+8 1.780(l)e+8 3.550(7)e+4 1.06(2)e+4 3.52(3)e+4 2546(8) 126(1) 
•'other" muon veto 5427773 1.735(l)e+8 1.734(l)e+8 3.313(7)e+4 1.01(2)e+4 3.34(3)e+4 2239(7) 106(1) 
Hr > 375 GeV 2170354 2.763(3)e+7 2.760(3)e+7 2.254(6)e+4 3.29(9)e+3 1.08(2)e+4 2076(7) 103(1) 

< 1.25 754345 1.462(2)e+7 1.460(2)e+7 1.098(4)e+4 2.32(8)e+3 7.7(l)e+3 1886(7) 98(1) 
flv > 100 GeV 90145 8.8(l)e+4 8.3(l)e+4 1.52(2)e+3 l.ll(6)e+3 2.47(8)e+3 1743(6) 94(1) 
AR > 0.3 when Ao* < 0.5 25605 2.27(7)e+4 1.99(7)e+4 8.1(l)e+2 7.0(5)e+2 1.29(5)e+3 1364(6) 75(1) 
Q't > 0.55 289 2.7(2)e+2 8(6)e-2 62(3) 1.2(2)e+2 9(1)6+1 538(4) 33(1) 
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Figure 3.5: A reconstruction-level display of the highest IIj event in the hadronic sample. 



Chapter 4 

Background Constraints 

The Standard Model production of Z -» vv + jets, W —>• \u + jets, and tt ("EWK" 

processes), can produce events with substantial missing transverse energy due to 

energetic escaping neutrinos when a Z or W (produced either directly or in a top 

quark decay) has a transverse boost. The yields from these processes are constrained 

using two control samples: one with events containing isolated photons, and one 

with events containing isolated inuons. Simulated data is used to compute ratios of 

kinematically similar processes, which are used to connect the control samples to the 

signal sample. In addition, models of the candidate yield relative to the "bulk" event 

yield as functions of visible transverse energy are used both to allow for a potential 

contribution from multi-jet ("QCD") events, and to provide an alternate view of the 

EWK background. 

4.1 W + jets and top pair production 

Events with a high-pr W boson, produced either directly or in the decay of a top 

quark, form a background when the W decays to a neutrino (which escapes direct 

detection) and a lepton. The three main mechanisms are (a) an electron or muon can 

fall outside of the detector acceptance, or have pj below the minimum considered: 
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(b) an electron or union can fail the identification or isolation requirements used: 

or (c) a tau can decay liadronically. In those cases, which give approximately equal 

background contributions, the electron and union vetoes are not effective. 

A sample of W + jets events is selected in which the W decays to a nmon and 

neutrino, and in which the system of jets satisfies the search requirements. This 

sample is kineniatically similar to the W + jets background events; simulated events 

are used to connect the two. The nmon sample selection was done by others, but is 

included here for completeness. 

4.1.1 Selection of W —>• fiis events 

Events are collected with the same two-leg (//-p. I/lv) triggers used for the hadronic 

signal sample, as muons typically deposit little energy in the calorimeters, and hence 

will only minimally perturb the set of jets used to compute //T and flv. All cuts on 

jet-based quantities art; consistent with those; applied in the hadronic search region. 

In addition, one muon is required with pi< > 10 GeV and |?/| < 2.4, and satisfying the 

recommended 'tight" identification requirements from [41]. I.e.. it must be identified 

as a global and tracker muon with x'V^dof of the global nmon fit < 10; at least one 

inuon chamber hit must be used in the global fit which matches muon segments in at 

least two muon stations; the number of valid tracker hits must be > 11. including at 

least one pixel hit; the transverse impact parameter with respect to beam spot must 

be < 2 mm. 

The muon is required to have (IsoTRK + Isoeoal + ISOHC:al)/Pt < 0.15, where the 

Iso variables are the scalar sums of the transverse momenta of reconstructed tracks 

and the transverse energies measured in the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters, 

within a cone of radius Alt = 0.3 in r/, c/> around the reconstructed muon direction. 

The track of the muon is excluded from the sum, as are calorimeter deposits occurring 

within a small "veto cone" around tlu; extrapolated muon path. 
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Figure 4.1: The distribut ion of n-r in the union control sample. From [5]. 

Events with a second muon satisfying the above criteria are rejected, to eliminate 

any potential contribution from Z -4- Events in which the union matches a 

reconstructed jet, i.e. A/£(jet,muon) < 0.5. arc; rejected. Finally, the transverse 

mass of the W candidate. m-r = y/2jJ'rflT( 1 — cos A0(//. $T)). is required to be at 

least 30 GeV. 

The observed distributions of aT is shown in Figure 4.1; the overlaid simulated 

data are generated with MadGraph. flv. which estimates •$'. is required to be 

> 0.4 x //'[•. to increase the similarity with the final sample. The final requirement. 

r.vT > 0.55, supersedes this requirement. 

4.1.2 Background estimation procedure 

The yield of W+jet events in the hadronic selection is estimated using the event 

yield in the muon control sample. and the ratio of the expected yields in these 

two samples, as determined with simulated samples: 

U'Si = u-L, * tt|F- M.1) 
1 1  \ I C  

In the final fit, the expected yield is used rather than the observed yield W{{ata. 
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Table 4.1: Muon sample predict ions for 1.1 /fb. From [5]. 
flr Hill (GeV) 275 325 325 375 375 175 -175 575 
MC VV + tt 163.0 ± lG.Osiat 171.2 ±9.5„lat 116.3 ± 8.3stnt 13.7 ± 5.1 „t„t 
MC! /J + jots •107.5 ± M.5M.-,t 179.1 ±9.6s,.at 131.6 i: 8.8stai 18.7 :l: 5.5„t.al 

MC Ratio 1.1 1 0.96 0.90 0.90 
Data // + jots 389 156 1 13 39 
W + tt. Prod. -112.0 1 19.1 101.9 35.2 

±22.<Wt ± I32.6„vft ±ll.9»,nl±-H.7sv». ±9.0*tal ± -'«).6SVS|. ±5.6siat ± 10.()„YS| 
//-[• Bin (C!oV) 575 675 675 775 775 875 875 oc 

MC W + I t 17.5 ± 3.2„i.-,(. •r'-l ± 1.8s,.-,t 1.1 ().7m.„ 1.8 ± 1 .0*1 at 
MC ii + jots 13.3 ± 2.9stat 8.0 ± 2.3hini 3.2 ± 1 . Islal 0.9 ± 0.7sl.at 

MC Batio 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
Data, ft + jots 17 5 0 0 
VV + tt I'red. 15.3 ± 3.7stol ± -'l-Osyst •1.5 ± 2.0„iiit ± l.'lavsl 0.0 i 0.0 ± 1 .Ostnt 

Nonetheless, the observed yield is used here for illustration, and the prediction is 

carried out in Table 4.1. Due to limited MC statistics, a fixed MC ratio is used for 

H v > 375 GeV. 

Contaminat ion from QCD production of heavy flavor mesons antl subsequent semi-

leptonic decay was found to be negligible. The yields from single (anti)-top quark 

production and Drell-Yan di-lepton production arc small and affect the ratio only 

negligibly. The fraction of fully-leptonic tt decays was found to be ~ 5%,, and the 

MC ratio was found not to change significantly when the relative fraefi<"is of W +jets 

and tt events were varied. 

Systematic uncertainties 

Following [65], the uncertainty on the union acceptance times reconstruction and 

identification efficiency is ([noted to be 0%. The probability of the lepton vetoes 

failing to veto a W decay is affected by uncertainty in tan-jet modeling (7%). lepton 

reconstruction inefficiency (100%), and the fraction of tt -> rf decays (50%). These 

are propagated to the MC ratio, making the total uncertainty 30%. 
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4.2 Z + jets with invisible Z decay 

Events in which a high-/>p Z°-boson is produced along with jets and decays to a 

pair of neutrinos form a significant background. To estimate the number of such 

events accepted by the search, events with a high-;>r photon are selected, the photon 

is ignored when computing the kinematic variables, and simulated data is used to 

connect the expected yield of photon + jet events to that of Z —» vv + jet ('vents. 

The kinematics of the Z —> vv events and -) + jet events are expected to be similar, 

especially when the transverse momentum of the photon exceeds the Z° mass [66]. 

This method was first pursued in [67]. The simulated samples of QCD and + jets 

have been generated with MadGraph. Samples generated with PY'TIIIA were found to 

give similar results. Further, the contribution from W. Z. and tt processes, in which 

a decay electron could fake a photon, was found to be negligible. 

4.2.1 Selection of photon + jet events 

The events are collected using a single-photon trigger, with a pT threshold of either 

75 or 90 GeV, a calorimeter-based identification requirement, and depending upon 

the run range, loose isolation requirements. Candidate events are required to have 

exactly one photon with p-\- > 100 GeV (at which threshold t he trigger is found 

to be more than 98(X efficient), satisfying the recommendations for isolated photon 

identification, as described in [68, 69] and reproduced in Table 4.2. 

H/E represents the energy recorded in hits in the HCAL within a cone of H.R = 

0.15 around the reconstructed photon, divided by the energy of the cluster of hits 

in the ECAL. gives a measure of the width of the (luster in //, and is typically 

larger for a neutral pion decaying to two photons than for a single photon. ISOTHK is 

defined as the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of the tracks within a cone of 

radius 0.4 around the reconstructed photon. Ignored are tracks wit hin a cone of radius 
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Table 4.2: Variables and upper thresholds used for photon ident ification. From [08]. 
Variable Requirement 

ISOTHK < 2.0 GeV + 0.001 x p r  

ISOKCAL < 4.2 GeV + 0.000 x />,-

IsOltC'AL < 2.2 GeV + 0.0025 x 
H/E < 0.05 

< 0.013 

0.04. those having // within 0.015 of the photon, and those which do not originate 

within 0.1 cm of the beam-line: these exceptions avoid rejecting photons which convert 

within the t racker volume. ISOKCAL represents the sum of the transverse energies of 

ECAL hits within AR = 0.4 of the reconstructed photon, excluding those within 

AR = 0.06 or within a strip A// = 0.04 of the cluster center: Isonewr represents 

the sum of the transverse1 energies of HCAL hits within AH = 0.4. excluding those 

within AR = 0.15. Further, a photon candidate1 is required not to match any set of 

hits in the pixel layers which is consistent with the track of an electron (or positron) 

producing the observed ECAL cluster. Both looser and stricter isolation requirements 

have been tested, and the net effect on tlu background prediction found to be small. 

Spurious photon candidates, i.e. those whose1 most energetic- hit occurs outside 

a plausible time window for collision products, or whose 4 nearest neighbors do not 

sum to at least 5(Z of the energy of the central hit. are reject eel. as prescribed in [70]. 

Any second photon satisfying all miuiremeuts is required to have1 p-y < 25 GeV. 

Photons arc1 required to be rex-onstruc-ted within the1 barrel region of the ECAL 

(k ' < 1.45). and to be separated from the nearest reconstructed jet (A/?(jet. photon) > 

• ! '."he1 haelronic (signal) selection is tlieui applied, with variables, r-.cy. /Vx and flv. 

wleulatexl from jets alone. The photon is ignored, as is any reconstruct enl ".jot" wit hin 

AR < 0.5 of the1 photon, which includes the energy deposits out of which the photon 

has been ree-onstructed. and is redundant. Further, the photon py is added vectori-

ally to the ]fiT in the ffT/fiT cut. i.e. tfiT/\I/Jr + so that the1 cut has an c'fiec-t 

analogous to its effect in the haelronic sample1. 
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of <tc (left) and A'j(HK (right) for the pilot on si > before 
the cut on fi'i". From [5]. 

The cut-flow is shown in Table 4.0. The data consist of the /Photon primary 

dataset. All samples, except for Z —> /'/>. have been skinnned re<|uiriug at least one 

loosely identified photon with p-\- > 100 GeV. The contribution from tt. \\\ and 

Z —> /' / events was found to be negligible. 

The distributions of oT and A'jt,ts are shown in Figure 4.2. The green histograms 

contain MadGraph photon + jet events: the blue histograms contain MadGraph QCD 

events, which contribute typically when a TT0 is reconstructed as an isolated photon. 

The photon typically recoils off a system of well-measured jets, as is visible in (he 

left panel of Figure 1.3. The right panel indicates that, after all cuts, the trigger 

requirement for the photon has a small effect on the event yield. 

4.2.2 Background estimation procedure 

Simulated Z -> w + jets events are selected as described above but dropping the 

photon requirement, as shown in Table 1.0. The predicted number of Z —> i'i> events 

in the hadronie signal region, in expressed as 
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where: 

• 's ''K> generator truth number of expected Z —> uu events in the hadronic 

signal sample. 

• is the generator truth nuniber of expected -} + jets events in the photon 

eont rol sani|)le. 

• /' is the purity in MC of the sample 

• a x < is the acceptance times efficiency for photons in MC for such events. 

• hiaiu is number of events in the photon control sample. 

In the final fit. the expected yield is used rather than the observed yield Odniu-

Nonetheless, the observed yield is used here for illustration, and the prediction is 

carried out in Table -I.;}. Due to limited MC statistics, a fixed MC ratio and purity 



Table 1.3: Photon sample predictions for 1.1/fb. From [5]. 
//,• lill! (CcV) 275 325 :{'_>5 :i75 :S75 175 175 575 
MT '/. > ,,,, 212.0 i 20„,a, 02.0 1 20M, „ 01.:! L 20s,at 12.0 L !()„,at 
M(' -) 1 jots Ol.'i.l 1 20s! at 205.7 .1 10*, at 108.0 t lOstat 55.2 1 8.2s, 

NIC' Hal io o.:s5 0,:i5 0. I I 0. 1 1 
Data i | jots siiT.r, :ti:t.7 21 1.0 08.5 

Sample I'urily 11.012 0.97 0.0!) ().!)!) 

'/, > i'l' Predict ion 270,8 105.;! !):i.5 20.8 
i 9-r>stat ^ 11o. isi 1 0.0s, al t. 12. Us. 1~0. 1st at 1 '! 1 • Isv.st l:S.0slat 1 1 l.Osvsl 

liy Hill (deV) 575 (175 075 775 775 S75 875 ,x-
~ MC Z i'l' " 5.1 1 5. U«.,, 0.0 1 .'i.U.a, :t.l i 1 si at 0.0 1 :!.ls,at 

Ml' -) I jel s 12:5-5 t 5.1*,.,. :i.i 1 2.O., 1 2.0sl at 2.0 i l.0s,at 
MC liatiu 0. 1 1 0. 11 0. I I 0. 11 

Out a ~) \ jcls 21.5 12.:! I.I 1.1 
Sample I'urily 0.9!) ().!)!) ().!)!) 0.!)!) 

7, > i'l' 1'redid ion 10.7 5.;! 1.8 1.8 
+ 2.2stat t l-'Wt 1 1 .''si at 1 — • 1 syst Hl.Osiat i 0.7.,v •: •:0.!)..,at i 0.7svsl 

are used lor Hy > 375 (JeV. Yields have been scaled by 1.02 to account for the fact 

that the hadronic sample has '2% more integrated luminosity than the photon sample. 

Systematic uncertainties 

Because the ratio as wc^ !US 'purity and photon acceptance are taken 

from the simulation, conservative uncertainties are assigned. A 30% theoretical un

certainty [()(). 71] is assigned to the ratio taken from MadGraph. The 

identification criteria and variables are validated and agreement between data and 

simulation observed in [09]; however, given that these tests have been performed at 

lower Ii\>. an uncertainty of 20% is assigned for a x < and I'. The theoretical and sys

tematic uncertainties are added in quadrature, yielding a total systematic uncertainty 

of -10% . 

4.2.3 Background cross-check: Estimation of W —» //// + jots 

sample 

To verify that the background estimation method for Z —>• uO events performs as 

expected, and that the assigned systematic uncertainties are adequate, the -} + jets 

sample is used to predict the number of \V > //// events, which is kineniatieally 
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Table 4.4: Predict ions of W + two jots events using the photon sample for Lift)""'. 
From [5]. 

th A -phot 
4 ihita ,v i r /,vi,llot 

N K ' /  M ( '  Y u '  

275 336 0.12 1 0.0lM<vln, L41.8 :t 7.7K|„( L l-l.(>M('slnl. i5G.7sv.si. 1.28 
325 127 0.12 1 0.0-lM(.„tal 53.G 1 t.Ssi-u 1 5.5mcsi,;ii I 2l..-lsysl 37 
375 96 0.12 1 10.5 t 4.1sl:„ J: 4.2NI('si;vt ± tG.2svsl ;K> 
175 27 0,12-1. O.OlMcvta. 1 1 . 1  ! 2.2„,A 1 L !-• —MC'stat i I-GSVM 12 
575 13 0.42 1 O-O'Iak'.s,nt 5.5 J 1.5s,at 1: 0.GMCsl.at 4- 2.2sy«| 2 

similar to the process Z —> /'/>+ jets. To reject, events originating from ft production, 

and to obtain a pure W + jots sample, the number of jots is limited to two. The 

number of W events is thou estimated as follows: 

v» = vi'i-i x 
iVMi' m >>\ 

data ' data (\/plu>t * \ ' 

The factor . which includes selection efficiencies and acceptance, is 

taken from MC simulation. Within the statistical precision of the MO samples, it is 

found to be approximately independent of II p; thus, a constant factor of 0.42 ± 0.04 

is used. The results are summarized in Table 1.1. The predicted numbers of union 

events are seen to agree well with the observed numbers within t he assigned systematic 

uncertainties. 

4.3 Tail fraction dependence upon visible trans

verse energy 

Signal models in which two heavy particles are produced, e.g. squark-squark or 

squark-gluino. and in which each part icle decays to one or two quarks and an escaping 

neutral particle, will have a (broad) peak in ll \\ whoso location is determined by the 

masses of the parent and daughter particles. Two examples are shown in Figure 3.1. 

The process tt —> WbWb is similar. In I lie rest frame of a top [14]. 
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»T - i»\v + "'ft , , n = • (4.4) 
2m t 

For background tt events, typically one W decays hadrouically and tiic other is 

"invisible" to the search, having a low-/>p or non-identified lepton. Tims for a top pair 

produced on threshold, the visible transverse energy is some fraction of n>( phis some 

fraction of /?/,, or approximately 100 200 GeV, beyond which t he llv distribution 

falls. 

The distributions of li-y for Z —>• vv + jets and W + jets events fall as well. A 

quantity that captures this difference a mass scale apparent for a signal model, 

compared with the falling background distribution is 

= $*** • (4-5) 

where /VfV|.>().55 represents the final event yield in a bin of /-/T, and ^,,.<0.55 represents 

the event yield after pre-selection. but failing the or cut, in the same bin of //T. As 

the denominator is intended to represent a "bulk" event yield, triggers based solely 

011 //'!• are used to collect t he events, and 110 f/T. flr/]fiT, nor "dead"-ECAL-region 

cut is applied. 

The shape of tills ratio for simulated SM events, with two example signal models 

stacked 011 top, is shown in the left plot of Figure 4.4. The signals show broad "peaks" 

on top of the Hat SM-onlv ratio. The final bin is inclusive (i.e. > 875 GeV), and 

the error bars represent statistical error due to finite simulated event samples. The 

observed values of /i'(V,,, arc listed in Table 4.5 and shown in Figure 4.5. 

4.3.1 EWK 

/(>i-.v\ k j j|1(1 i)ae]CoToun(] yield from SAl processes with vector bosons divided bv the 

the "bulk" (went yield, is modeled as constant vs. // p. The p-value for a constant fit to 
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Table 4.5: The event yields used in the numerator and denominator of I\n,v and 
the resulting values, in bins of /fT. for 1.1 11 > 1. In the lowest bin. /?OT has been 
multiplied by l.O'l to account for trigger inefficiency. Also shown are the mean values 
of Hy computed from the events with nT < 0.55. From [5]. 

77] Bin (GeV) 275 325 325 375 375 475 475 575 
aT > 0.55 782 321 196 62 
nT < 0.55 5.73 -10' 2.36 -10' 1.62 -107 5.12 -10° 

1.38 ± l).05S|.ai 1.36 ± 0.08st.a(. 1.21 ± 0.09s(al 1.21 ±0.15sta( 

{Hr) (GeV) 290 346 113 514 
//T Bin (GeV) 575 075 G75 775 775 875 875 oc 

O'i* > 0.55 21 6 3 1 
oT < 0.55 1.78 -10° 6.89 -105 2.90 •10r' 2.60 -105 

/?,v,.(10-r>) 1.18 ± 0.2tistal, 0.87 ± 0.36s(at 1.03 ± 0.60s(at 0.39 ± 0.52s(at 

(Hr) (GeV) GIG 717 818 919 
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Figure 4.4: Left: the dependence of Hnr on //•[• from simulated events. Right: the 
same dependence, when the cross sections of the EWK background components are 
individually varied by ±15%. The markers are artificially offset for clarity. Modified 
from [51. 
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Figure1 4.5: The observed dependence of /?a,r oil //T, as well as the prediction from 
the control samples for the total EWK background. The markers are artificially offset 
for clarity. Modified from [2]. 

the simulated ratio gives 0.50. The cross sections of the sub-components were varied 

individually by ±15%. reflecting current knowledge of the cross sections [72, 73], and 

a fit to a constant was performed for each of the variations. The minimum p-value 

obtained was > 0.4. indicating compatibility with the hypothesis. The results are 

shown in the right plot of Figure 4.4. Variations obtained by modifying the cross 

sections by ±50% were also found to be compatible. 

The union and photon control samples provide an additional test of the shape 

of the background predictions illustrated in the previous two sections are 

summed to estimate the yields of EWK background vs. //p. which are then divided 

by the observed "bulk'' yields. The result is shown in Figure 4.5; the predicted ratio 

is consistent with flat within systematic uncertainties. Also shown is the result of a 

simultaneous fit to the miion, photon, and hadronic samples assuming the presence 

of SM EWK processes only. It is explained in detail in Section 6.1. 

4.3.2 QCD 

R^'D. i.e. the SM background yield from multi-jet events divided b" the "bulk" event 

yield, is modeled as a falling exponential, as described in detail in Section 5.1.2. By 

design, the background from multi-jet events is expected to be negligible, and so two 
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Figure 4.6: Rnr vs. Hy observed in 770/pb of data for the O:T sideband sample (left) 
and the background-enriched sample (right). Also shown are the results of fits using 
the functional forms described in the text. 

samples designed to enhance QCD background are used to validate the form of R(
(fJD 

assumed. Only the first 770/pb of data are used, in which sample the predominant 

flT requirement in the trigger (70 GeV) was still low enough to collect these samples 

efficiently. 

The first sample is the "Q'T sideband1' of events passing all cuts, except requiring 

0.52 < cv'p < 0.55 rather than 0.55 < o-[-. The sample is chosen to admit some QCD 

events in which a jet either (a) contains an energetic neutrino, or (b) is moderately 

mis-measured. It also admits some EWK events with vector bosons with lower pr 

than those found in the signal sample. These yields are then divided by the bulk 

yields, and the result is shown in the left plot of Figure 4.6. 

For the second < iple, 0.55 < is required, but the ffr/iand "dead"-ECAL-

region cuts are removed. It is chosen to admit some QCD events in which either 

(a) a jet is severely mis-measured, and falls below the pr threshold used to select 

jets, or (b) multiple low-pr jets aligned in aziniuthal angle fail to be considered. The 

resulting ratio is shown in the right plot of Figure 4.6. 

In both samples, which admit different classes of QCD events, a constant compo

nent plus a falling exponential component provides a satisfactory description of Rn,r 

vs. IfT. The value of the constant component in the second sample agrees with that 
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predicted by the direct EWK background estimates as well as that resulting from the 

simultaneous fit to the muon, photon, and hadronic (signal) samples, both shown in 

Figure 4.5. 
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Table 4.6: Yields obtained in tlie photon control sample with Hi > 375 GeV. The MC entries are scaled to 1.1/fb. MC total 
is the siuii of QCD and + jets. Comparison of data and MC is possible after the horizontal line, when the applied cuts are 
stricter than the skim criteria used to obtain the input datasets (see text). A hyphen indicates that a given cut was not applied 

to a particular sample. The cuts that are not plioton-specific are explained in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. 
Description Data Z —» vv A1C total QCD + jets 
input dataset 429994 6.041 (4)e+6 3.30(7)e+5 1.00(7)e+5 2.299(10)e+5 
BPTX coinc. 428259 - - - -

physics declared 427974 - - - -

<= 10 tracks or > 0.25 good frac. 427972 6.041(4)e+6 3.30(7)e+5 1.00(7)e+5 2.299(10)e+5 
HBHE noise filter 427826 - - - -

trigger 420433 - - - -

>;-• 1 vertex 420124 6.032(4)e+6 3.30(7)e+5 1.00(7)e+5 2.299(10)e+5 
jet 1: pr > 100 GeV 265942 6.77(4)e+4 2.38(6)e+5 7.6(6)e+4 1.628(8)e+5 
jet 2: pr > 100 GeV 42314 6.9(1 )e+3 3.9(2)e+4 2.1(2)e+4 1.85(2)e+4 
jet 1:[//| < 2.5 41518 6.8(l)e+3 3.3(l)e+4 1.5(l)e+4 1.83(2)e+4 
Hi > 375 GeV 12558 2.27(8)e+3 1.16(4)e+4 4.4(4)e+3 7.24(9)e+3 
p'v > 100 GeV 6966 - 5.53(8)e+3 9.7(6)e+2 4.56(6)e+3 
\ > f \  < 1.4 4921 - 3.89(7)e+3 6.1(5)e+2 3.29(5)e+3 
Ai?(plioton. jet) > 1.0 3650 - 2.52(6)e+3 2.1(5)e+2 2.31(4)e+3 
photon 2: p \- < 25 GeV 3635 - 2.52(6)e+3 2.1(5)e+2 2.31(4)e+3 
photon veto - 2.27(8)e+3 - - -

"other" jet veto 3602 2.24(8)e+3 2.50(6)e+3 2.'l(5)e+2 2.30(4)e+3 
electron veto 3563 2.24(8)e+3 2.48(6)e+3 2.0(5)e+2 2.28(4)e+3 
muon veto 3555 2.24(8)e+3 2.48(6)e+3 2.0(5)e+2 2.28(4)e+3 
"other" muon veto 3244 2.08(8)e+3 2.33(6)e+3 1.9(5)e+2 2.13(4)e+3 
ar > 0.55 357 1.4(2)c+2 2.7(l)e+2 4(2) 2.7(l)e+2 
fiT/ST < 1.25 - 1.2(2)e+2 - - -

t t r / l# T + P r l  <  1-25 336 - 2.5(l)e+2 1.9(10) 2.5(l)e+2 
A/?(jet.dead region) > 0.3 when Ao* < 0.5 321 l.l(2)e+2 2.5(l)e+2 1.9(10) 2.4(l)e+2 



Chapter 5 

Statistical Framework 

The likelihood model used to interpret the observations in the signal and control 

samples is described in Section 5.1. and the method used to set limits on the; cross 

sections of signal models is described in Section 5.2. 

5.1 Likelihood model 

5.1.1 Hadronic sample 

Let N be the number of bins of II y. which need not have equal width. Let n' represent-

the number of events observed satisfying all selection requirements in each H-y bin L 

Then the likelihood of the observations is written this way: 

where b' represents the expected Standard Model background in bin i. .s' represents 

the expected number of signal events in bin i. and Pois represents the Poisson distri

bution. It is assumed that bl = EWK' + QCD', where EWK' is the expected yield of 

(5.1) 

electroweak events in bin i, and QCD' is the expected yield of QCD events in bin i. 
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5.1.2 //i evolution model 

The hypothesis that for a process p the a-p ratio falls exponentially in lly can be 

written this way: 

/*„,.(//•,•)-.1, uir (5.2) 

where A and A; are parameters whose values will be determined. A constant ratio is 

equivalent to requiring k = 0. Let /n,- represent the number of events observed with 

«t < 0.55 in each //T bin i. as diseussed in Section 4.3. and let (llr)' represent the 

mean fly of such events. The expected background from the process is written thus: 

h'"= I (1//t • ^ 
•> ' /  

where is the distribution of f l y  for events with oT < 0.55, is the lower edge 

of the bin. and Xj+i is the upper edge of the bin (oc for the final bin). It" is assumed 

that 

i^(*) - 2>'*(x - <//T>') • (5.4) 
/ 

i.e. within a bin the whole distribution occurs at the mean value of li\ in that bin. 

Then 

b'p= rn'S(x — (//T)')/1<"~/,:'': d.r = m' Ae~k<-"r/' . (5.5) 
• I  X ,  

and in particular. 

EWK' = mM,,WK 

(5.6) 
QCD' = . 

5.1.3 Electroweak control samples 

Let Z' inv = fxinV x EWK'. and IIW' = (1 — f'% inr) x EWK'. Each f'Xinr is a fit 

parameter. and represents the fraction of the expected EWK background in bin i 

which is from Z —> vi> events. Thus tin1 variable Z]nv represents t he expected number 
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of Z —>• i/P events in f l  y  bin i  of the liadronically selected sample, and the varial)le / Al t '' 

represents I IK1 expected number of events from SM H'-boson product ion (including 

top quark decays) in If y bin i of the liadronically selected sample. 

In each bin of //-p. there arc1 two measurements: npi,. and representing the 

event counts in the photon and union control samples. As discussed in Sections 4.1.2 

and 4.2.2. each of these measurements has a corresponding yield in simulated data: 

MC-ph and M('mu. The simulation also gives expected amounts of Zmv and II + 11' in 

the hadronically-selected sample: M('%iul. and M('n+W. Let / label the If \• bin. let 

^phz an(l amu\v represent the relative systematic uncertainties for the control sample 

constraints. After defining 

, r > 7 ]  

"• MC'u«v ' 

these likelihood functions are used: 

Lph  = Gaus(l.()| pphiC ,  (Tp^) x JJPois(/t^| f)ph%r'phZ' in , ;) (5.8) 
/ 

Luul  = Gaus(1.0| pwa\v-c'r"uiv) x n Pois("m»l Pwuwr'unJtW + »'mu) . (5.9) 
i  

The parameters pPi,z and p1lu l\y represent "correction factors" that accommodate 

the systematic uncertainties associated with the control-sample-based background 

constraints. Each is treated as fully correlated among the //T bins. 

5.1.4 Contributions from signal 

Let :r represent the cross section for a particular signal model, and let 1 represent the 

recorded luminosity. Let (\md (resp. r'J be the analysis efficiency as simulated for the 

model in H\ bin i of the hadronic (resp. imion control) sample. Let 5 represent the 

relative uncertainty on the signal yield, assumed to be fully correlated among the bins. 



and let psl;/ represent the "correction factor" to the signal yield which accommodates 

this uncertainty. Let f represent an unknown multiplicative factor on the signal cross 

section, for which an allowed interval shall be determined. 

Then the expected hadronic signal yield .s' from Equation 5.1 is written as ,s' = 

/P.sig-i'lf'hari- and the "signal contamination" in the umoii control sample s'mn from 

Equation 5.9 is treated analogously: s'liui = J"pNj;].rIc'mil. The systematic uncertainty 

on the signal efficiency is included via an additional term in the likelihood: 

/>.„•„ = Gaus(1.01 p K i g .5 )  .  (5.10) 

5.1.5 Total likelihood 

Tlic? likelihood function used is the product of the likelihood functions described in 

the previous sections: 

L I-'hadrovic X f^rnu I-ph iy (5-11) 

In addition to the parameter of interest f .  there are G + ;Y nuisance parameters: 

^ q o n -  hid) -  A | . ; w K •  { f ' z inv} -  a s  w c l 1  8 8  t l l ( 1  " s y s t e m a t i c "  v a r i a b l e s  p p h z .  p m n \ V .  p s i g .  

5.2 Limits 

The ('Ls method [74] is used to test signal models. The test statistic chosen to rank 

experiments from least to most signal-like is specified in [75]: 

f — 21ogA(//) when // > /*/ 
(5.12) 

0 otherwise 
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Figure 5.1: The distributions of the test statistic for the example model LM6 under 
the two hypotheses; also shown is the observed value. 

Here 

A(,/) -
L  [ f i j ) , , )  

I • H 
(5.13) 

is the profile likelihood ratio, in which // = / from Section 5.1.1. is the parameter 

characterizing the signal strength, with // > 0: fi is its maximum likelihood (ML) 

value: 0 is these! of ML values of the nuisance parameters: 0fl is the set" of (conditional) 

ML values of the nuisance parameters for a given value of //. 

When // = / 1. the signal model is considered at its nominal cross section. 

For the example model LMG. the distributions of q\ over pseudo-experiments from 

the SM only and LMli-fSM hypotheses are s1 in Figure 5.1. along with the value 

of the qi observed in data. ( '/,/, and (7art1 defined as one minus the quantiles 

of the observed value in the two distributions, and (7,.s ~ ( 7,,s.,/,/('Ltl. A model is 

considered to be excluded at 95% confidence level when ( 7,s < 0.05. 
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Figure 5.2: vs. ,/'[x I pb] lor (wo different signal models, in this case pairs of 

('"s'.iuiiio- "'i.si^ within the simplified model Tl. The blue line segments indicate where 
the interpolated curves cross 0.0!">. i.e. the upper limits for the models' cross sections. 

An alternative to binary exclusion is to place an upper limit' on the cross section 

of a given model, i.e. determine the value of / at which ( 7„.s •- 0.05. To do so, an 

approximate value is found using the shape of the profile likelihood ratio as a function 

of/. (7.s is then computed at nearby values of/, and Tie upper limit is determined 

using lineai' interpolation. Two examples of this procedure are shown in Figure 5.2. 



Chapter 6 

Results and Interpretation 

The results of the search consist of the observed yields in the hadronic signal sam

ple and the union and photon control samples, collected in Table (i. 1. along with 

the "bulk" hadronic yields, photou-to-Z ratio, and \Y nuiou-to-hadronic ratio from 

Chapter 1. The likelihood model specified in Section 5.1 is used to relate these ob

servations to each other, accommodate systematic uncertainty, and account for the 

possible presence of signal. The compatibility of the Standard Model, and of each of 

a variety of signal models is tested below. 

6.1 Standard Model 

C .atributions to the likelihood from signal are dropped, and the likelihood function 

is maximized over all parameters using RooFit [7(>] and MINUIT [77], The resulting 

yields are listed in Table (>. I and displayed in Figure (i. I. CJooduess-ol-lit is determined 

using a method from [7<S]. The value of the likelihood function at its maximum 

is noted. The likelihood function (using the ML parameter values) is then used 

as a p.d.f. for the observations to generate many pseudo-experiments. For each 

pseudo-experiment, the likelihood function is again maximized over all parameters, 

and the value /.max entered in a histogram. The quantile of L\J;!,1" in this histogram is 
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Table (>.1: Comparison of the observed yields in the different II y bins of the hadronie. 
// I jets, and + jets samples with the expectations and uncertainties given by the 
simultaneous lit to the SM-only hypothesis. From [2]. 

11  r bin (GoV) 275 325 325 375 375 475 175 575 575 1)75 675 775 775 875 >875 
SM liadi'onic -o- I :i2 

IOI  •>. )  310 f p 202 HT~ 00.1' ;u) 20.3 1 !;* ~ --I-0.s 
0.5 3.2^ 

3 

o {S M>. I 0.1> 
Data hadroitic 782 321 196 02 21 6 

3.2^ 
3 1 

SM 11  I jots 3(>71 jj.; 182'H it;!1?- 3G.5 1 t.o1 
"•^.o.i 0 74"'1' O.I 

Data // I jets 389 156 113 39 17 5 0 0 
SM f jets 83-1^. 325 ̂  2ior]Tr / • i | (i.l) ()l-< 7,0 "ai.nrr IO.^^T 6.1'^ r r MUt °"'J- l.li 
Data •) i jots 810 307 210 07 21 12 1 4 

interpreted as a /'-value. The value obtained is 0.50. 

The uncertainties on the lit yields listed in Table 0.1 are determined in a similar 

fashion. For each pseudo-experiment, the lit yields for each bin of each sample are 

entered info separate histograms. The 10% and 81% quantiles of these histograms 

are found, and their differences from the ML values are reported as uncertainties. 

The maximum-likelihood parameter values are given in Table 0.2, and their cor

relation matrix is shown in Figure 0.2. Limits are placed on the parameters fZinv 

to avoid obtaining a best-fit estimate of exactly zero events in bins containing zero 

observed events. Not doing so would have prevented the observat ion of any events in 

such bins in the generated pseudo-experiments. The results of an alternate approach 

in which fZinv is modeled as linear with Hy. and limited only within the physical 

range [0. 1], are compatible with the nominal results, as shown in Figure 0.3. 

The observed and best-lit yields are displayed again in Figure 0. 1, divided in each 

IIy bin by the observed number of "bulk" events, as discussed in Section 1.3. The 

functional forms used to describe the different background components a ratio in

dependent. of II y lor the K\YK background, and an exponentially falling ratio for 

potential QC1) background are apparent. As a test., the exponentially falling com

ponent is fixed to zero and t lie data refit. The result ing /;-value from the simultaneous 

fit is 0.11, indicating compatibility with this model as well. 
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Figure G.I: Observed yields and fit results in the hadronic (top), muon (bottom left), 
and photon (bot tom right) s; ,''s. The signal model LMG is stacked on the expected 
background for illustration only: it plays no role in the lit. From [5]. 
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Table G.2: The maximum-likelihood parameter values under the SM-only hypothesis, 
and their error estimates as given by HESSE. 

paramotor ValllO error limits 
A_qcd 1.402o-05 ± i.883o-05 > 0 
k_qcd 5.172o-03 ± S.Gllo-03 
A_ewk 1.083o-05 ± 1.729e-0(j 

rhoPhotZ 1.08 le+00 ± 2.557o-01 
rhoMuonW 1.145o-| 00 ± 2.149o-01 

fZinvO 4.087o-0L ± (i.557o-02 0.2 0.8 
fZinvl 4.038e-01 ± 7.359o-02 
fZinv2 4.930o-01 ± 7.713o-02 
fZinv3 4. SOOo-Ol ± 8.30(io-02 
fZinv4 4.507o-01 i 9.478o-02 
fZinv5 5.824o-01 ± 1.346O-01 
fZinv6 S.OOOo-Ol ± 4.491o-01 
fZinv7 8.000o-01 ± 1.215O-01 

A ewk 0.09 ' 0,07 0.05 -0.00 -0.00 

0.05 0.05 0.03 >0.00 *0.00 

0.01 

-0.42 -0.40 

fZinvO 0.44 -0.00 

0.43 -0.00 0.10 0.05 

0.10 0.05 

fZinvl 

fZmv2 0.58 0.42 *0.00 -0,01 

0.51 0.37 *0.00 -0.00 fZinv3 0.09 0.05 

fZinv4 0.04 0.61 0.28 -0.00 -0.00 

0.28 HHRBI -0.00 -0.00 
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Figure 6.2: The correlation matrix of the lit parameters. 
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fit Z—v~ / fit EWK - fit Z—»vV / fit EWK 

Figure 6.3: Fit results for the fraction of the EWK background which is Z —» uu, i.e. 

the parameters f Zinv. The nominal fit (left) and the alternate fit (right) agree within 
uncertainties. In the alternate fit, fZinvO and fZinv7 float, and the intermediate 
variables are evaluated using lineal* interpolation. 
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Figure 6.4: Observed yields and ML expectations in the hadronic: sample, with LM6 
stacked for illustration, all divided by the observed "bulk" yields. Modified from [5]. 
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m0 (GeV) 

Figure 6.5: The total production cross section as a function of m0 and m 1/2 in the 
specified slice of the CMSSM. Models with coordinates in the white areas were not 
sampled. 

6.2 CMSSM 

A model within the CMSSM is specified by four real and one binary parameter, 

and hence it is not, practical to sample a full set of representative values; one needs 

either further constraints or to choose a subset. I11 this section, three parameters 

have been fixed: tan i'i = 10. Aq = 0 GeV, and sgn/i = 1. m0 is scanned in steps 

of 20 GeV up to 2 TeV, and in i/a is scanned steps of 20 GeV up to 800 GeV. 

At each point, (a) the particle masses are computed using SoftSUSY [79]; (b) the 

cross section of each scattering process is computed at next-to-leading-order (NLO) 

using Prospiuo [80]; (c) 10k ('vents are generated using PYTHFA, fed to the detector 

simulation and reconstruction chain, and re weighted according to the NLO cross 

sections. The total production cross section is displayed in Figure 6.5. 

The total efficiency of the hadronic selection is shown in Figure 6.6. ''Signal 
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mo (GeV) 

Figure 6.6: The selection efficiency for points in the specified slice of the CMSSM. 
Models with coordinates in the white; areas were not sampled. 

contamination" in the muon control sample, though typically only 10-20% of the 

hadronic efficiency, is taken into account as discussed in Section 5.1.4. Various sources 

of systematic uncertainty on the signal efficiency are included: uncertainty in the 

luminosity measurement (6% ); potential mis-modeling of the effect of the dead-ECAL-

region veto (3%), lepton vetoes (2.5%,), and jet energy scale and resolution (2.5%); 

finite statistics of signal MC (up to a few percent). In addition, the effects of (a) 

varying the set of parton distribution functions used according to the recommendation 

of the PDF4LHC working group [81]; (b) changing the renormalization/factorization 

scale used to compute the cross sections by a factor of two up or down; have been 

found to affect the efficiency by up to 10%. and are included. 

For each point in the grid, the value of ('LH is computed and compared with 0.05 

to determine whether the point is excluded by the data, as discussed in Section 5.2. 

Further, the distribution of Ch„ over the SM-only pseudo-experiments is determined, 

and in particular its 16%,, 50% , and 84% quantiles arc found. The loci of points at 
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Figure 6.7: Observed and expected limits in the specified slice of the CMSSM; models 
below the red curve are excluded at 95% C.L. Curves of constant gluino mass and of 
constant mean u, d, c, s squark masses are drawn as woll. In the shaded gray region, 
the LSP is electrically charged, and hence the models do not exhibit a missing energy-
signature. From [2], 

which these numbers cross 0.05 form the curves shown in Figure; 6.7. Interpolation 

was used to overcome points absent in the scan. For a given value of m0, the method 

has an uncertainty of 10 20 GeV, well within the width of the statistical uncertainty 

band. 

Points with equal gluino and mean «, d. c, .s squark mass below approximately 

1.1 TeV are excluded at 95% C.L. At higher values of m0, where the gluino mass is 

substantially lower than the mean squark mass, gluino masses below approximately 

0.5 TeV are excluded. 
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6.3 Simplified Models 

Though the CMSSM provides a full spectrum of sparticles. the constraints used to 

define it imply that it cannot represent all possibilities within the MSSM. For example, 

as visible from the approximate relations between sparticle masses given in Section 1.2, 

the gluino mass is approximately fixed to six times the lightest neutralino mass. 

Simplified Models (SMS), i .e.. models consisting of only a few sparticles and 

corresponding free parameters, provide an alternative. Many such models have been 

proposed [82. 83, 84]. Considered here are two: (a) a model including only a gluino and 

a neutralino in which gluinos are pair-produced and each undergoes a 3-body decay 

to a quark, anti-quark, and a neutralino; (b) a model including only a squark. anti-

squark and a neutralino. in which the squark and anti-squark an; produced together, 

and each decays to a (anti-)quark and a neutralino. These processes are shown 

schematically in Figure 1.2. 

The masses of the gluino/squark and neutralino arc; each varied in steps of 25 GeV: 

for each pair of mass values, 10k events are generated using PYTIIIA and fed to the 

detector simulation and reconstruction chain. The efficiency of the hadronic selection 

is shown in Figure 6.8. As the parent mass approaches the neutralino mass, the 

energies of the decay quarks become small, and the analysis efficiency decreases. The 

systematic uncertainties on the signal efficiency described for tlu; CMSSM models 

are applied to the simplified models as well. Within these models the yield of signal 

events in the muon control sample is negligible. 

For a given mass pair, an upper limit on the model cross section is computed as 

described in Section 5/2, i.e.. the value of the cross section which gives ('LN = 0.05 

is determined. The limits are shown in Figure 6.9. Further, at each point., the limit 

is compared to fa) the nominal production cross sect ion of I lie simplified models 

computed at next-to-leading-order using Prospino; fb) three times this number: fe) 

one third of this number. The boundary of the set. of [joint s where the cross sect ion 
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Figure G.8: The analysis acceptance times efficiency for two simplified models: gluino 
pairs (left), and squark pairs (right). The dashed lines indicate where the neutralino 
mass is equal to the gluino mass (left ) or squark mass (right). From [5]. 

limit is lower than the nominal cross section is drawn as a solid curve, and as a dotted 

(dashed) curve for the higher (lower) cross sections. The cross section variations an; 

intended to indicate the uncertainty in how to apply a cross section limit from a 

simplified model to a fuller model. For example, squark anti-squark production which 

proceeds through the exchange of a gluino is not included in the nominal cross sect ion: 

analogously, the contribution to gluino pair production which proceeds through the 

exchange of a squark is neglected. 

Within the simplified models studied, for an LSP which is approximately 200 GeV 

lighter than its parent squark or gluino. models with cross sections larger than one 

to a few picobarns are excluded. For a light LSP. squark (resp. gluino) masses of 

approximately 700 GeV (resp. 800 GeV) are excluded. 

6.4 Summary 

The Large; Hadron Collider and the Compact Muon Solenoid detector, after tremen

dous design, construction, and commissioning efforts, have performed superbly in 
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Figure 6.9: 95% C.L. upper limits on cross sections for simplified models: gluino pairs 
(left); squark pairs (right). The labeled curves indicate when1 the limit is below a 
computed cross section for the model. From [5]. 

the. initial run and offered the opportunity to search for new particles and phe

nomena. Of particular interest are events with observed energetic hadronic showers 

and also escaping undetected particles, causing an apparent imbalance of particle 

momenta. If observed at rates not explained by known processes, such event s could 

provide substantial clues about what physics may lie beyond the Standard Model. 

Despite its potential, an all-hadronic search for escaping particles at a proton-

proton collider presents a challenge. One infers the momenta of invisible particles 

from those of the observed particles, and in doing so removes redundancy from the 

measurement of an event. One is exposed to instrument al difficulties such as spurious 

noise, detection inefficiency, and reconstruction failures. One samples extreme tails 

of strong multi-jet production, e.g.. jets which saturate channels or punch through 

the calorimetry. or multiple low-/;T jets azimuthally aligned. In addition, one lacks in 

the signal selection a clean handle, e.g. an isolated lepton. in both 1 he trigger and in 

the offline analysis. 

Presented is a search which has powerful rejection of mis-measured multi-jet 

events. In particular, a novel kinematic variable. nT•. provides discrimination be-
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tweeri events with fake and genuine missing transverse energy. Constraints 011 the 

remaining background rates arc driven by data control samples. The observations 

arc found to agree with expectations from the Standard Model, and the results are 

interpreted within two classes of supersymmet ric models the Constrained Mini

mal Supersymmetric Standard Model and Simplified Models where many plausible 

models are found to be incompatible with the data. At the time of writing, these are 

the most stringent published limits on such models from a collider. 
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